Factorising Quality is the task to achieve Accreditation & Ranking  
February 14, 2020 at India International Centre, New Delhi

FORE School of Management, New Delhi in association with MBA Rendezvous organized a Symposium on “Factorising Quality is the task to achieve Accreditation & Ranking” on February 14, 2020 at India International Centre, New Delhi. More than 40 delegates from industry and academia participated in this summit.

Dr. Jitendra Das, Director, FORE School of Management, Delhi was the Session Chair of the Panel Discussion 2 on “Vox Populi of Academia Industry on Accreditation & Ranking”. Dr. Das set the context of the session with his views on accreditations and ranking, said “Accreditation reflect the forte of the institute, while ranking tells how an institute is placed among its peers.”
Talking about the dissimilar regulatory policies between private B Schools and IIMs, Dr. Das cited an example of the restriction forced upon private institutes when it comes to intake of a batch size and its impact which essentially forces the private B Schools to compromise on quality.

Adding to the larger institutes vs. the smaller institutes’ debate, Dr. Das proposed ‘normalisation of the size of the institutes’ indicating the crying need for the revision of current methodology of the frameworks in which better funded and larger education institutes clearly enjoys certain benefits compared to the high performing institutes just because they are small in size.

Dr. Jitendra K. Das was accompanied by the following prominent panelists:

Mr. Sanjay Padode, Chairman, IFIM Business School/Centre for Developmental Education
Dr. Narain Gupta, Associate Professor, Operations Management & Chairperson – Accreditations, MDI, Gurgaon
Prof. Asish K Bhattacharyya, Director, IMT, Ghaziabad
Mr. Gautam Puri, Vice Chairman & MD, DL Educate Ltd.